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D
eveloping and studying the surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-
active nanostructures for highly

sensitive molecular detection have been
of great interest to many researchers since
single-molecule SERS (SMSERS) was first re-
ported in 1997.1�9 Typically, the SERS-active
nanostructures contain the “hot-spot” re-
gions, typically formed within the gap be-
tween plasmonic nanoparticles, and the
distance and structural/chemical details
between particles along with particle size,
shape, and composition are known to play
important roles in SERS.10�17 This hot plas-
monic junction can induce a strong elec-
tromagnetic field enhancement and also
drastically amplify the Raman scattering
signal by a factor of many orders of mag-
nitude.16 However, the more complete and
better understanding of this plasmonic cou-
pling with respect to controlling the magni-
tude and distribution of the enhancement
factors (EFs) based on the reliable data is
limited due to the lack of the high-yield
synthetic methods of the targeted plasmo-
nic nanostructures with nanometer or sub-
nanometer precision and high structural
reproducibility. It is especially important to
control a <1 nm plasmonic gap because the
plasmonic coupling intensity increases ex-
ponentially within a <1 nm gap formed
between plasmonic nanoparticles such as
Au and Ag nanoparticles (AuNPs and
AgNPs).3,18 Although very high EF values
up to 1013 or 1014 have been reported, it
was shown that an EF value of 107 to 108

may be large enough even for single-mole-
cule detection, and more important issues
are to synthesize the hot SERS nanostructures

with high structural reproducibility on the

nanometer scale and to obtain a narrow

distribution of the high EF values in a reli-

able fashion.19�24 Various synthetic and

fabrication methods generate nanoparti-

cle-based clusters, and plasmonic nano-

gaps are formed via salt-induced colloi-

dal agglomeration,25�27 thiol linker-based

gold clusters,28 dimers or multimers using
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ABSTRACT We extensively study the

relationships between single-molecule surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SMSERS) in-

tensity, enhancement factor (EF) distribu-

tion over many particles, interparticle dis-

tance, particle size/shape/composition and

excitation laser wavelength using the single-particle AFM-correlated Raman measurement method

and theoretical calculations. Two different single-DNA-tethered Au�Ag core�shell nanodumbbell

(GSND) designs with an engineerable nanogap were used in this study: the GSND-I with various

interparticle nanogaps from ∼4.8 nm to <1 nm or with no gap and the GSND-II with the fixed

interparticle gap size and varying particle size from a 23�30 nm pair to a 50�60 nm pair. From the

GSND-I, we learned that synthesizing a <1 nm gap is a key to obtain strong SMSERS signals with a

narrow EF value distribution. Importantly, in the case of the GSND-I with <1 nm interparticle gap, an

EF value of as high as 5.9� 1013 (average value = 1.8� 1013) was obtained and the EF values of

analyzed particles were narrowly distributed between 1.9� 1012 and 5.9� 1013. In the case of the

GSND-II probes, a combination of >50 nm Au cores and 514.5 nm laser wavelength that matches well

with Ag shell generated stronger SMSERS signals with a more narrow EF distribution than <50 nm Au

cores with 514.5 nm laser or the GSND-II structures with 632.8 nm laser. Our results show the

usefulness and flexibility of these GSND structures in studying and obtaining SMSERS structures with a

narrow distribution of high EF values and that the GSNDswith< 1 nmare promising SERS probeswith

highly sensitive and quantitative detection capability when optimally designed.

KEYWORDS: surface-enhanced Raman scattering . single-molecule detection .
nanogap . core�shell particle . enhancement factor . plasmonic probe
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functional organic molecules,29,30 polymer encapsul-
ation,31,32 hybridization of DNA-modified gold
nanoparticles,33,34 particle etching,35 electrostatic
control,36 self-assemblyofpolymerfilm37or a lithographic
technique.38 However, the SERS-based single-molecule
detection is still controversial with respect to practicality
in use and reliability in data, and a controllable <1 nm
plasmonicgap is oftenneeded togenerate theultrahigh
EF values with reproducibility and to detect a Raman
signal from a singlemolecule. One other note is that the
SERS provides the narrow spectral lines with the unique
fingerprint peaks that could make possible for the
multiplexed detection of various biomolecules.39,40

Moreover, it is well-known that the surface-enhanced
resonance Raman scattering (SERRS) effect could further
amplify Raman signals when the illuminated laser wa-
velength is resonant with the excitation of dyes.39�41

Therefore, combining this enormous signal amplifica-
tion from SERS with resonant dyes, which could induce
the resonance effect, offers the possibility of developing
ultrasensitive and multiplexed biodetection methods
with SERS.
Recently, we reported a high-yield synthetic method

for preparing the SERS-active dimeric gold�silver core�
shell nanodumbbells (GSNDs), tethered with a sin-
gle DNA, and it was shown that the nanogap be-
tween two particles can be engineered on the nan-
ometer scale with silver nanoshell for detecting a
single DNA with a single nanodumbbell structure from
the SERS signal.42 It is critical to understand which
structural or measurement parameters are important
and to control these parameters for obtaining highly
amplified and quantifiable SERS signals. However,
neither strategic probe design nor systematic study

results on the relationships between change in the
GSND structure and the EF value from each GSND have
been shown therein. The important parameters in this
plasmonic nanogap structure include DNA length,
nanogap distance, Au core size, Ag shell thickness,
and excitation laser wavelength. Understanding and
utilizing the relationships between these parameters
and the SERS signal could greatly increase our knowl-
edge about the SERS, give insights in designing and
synthesizing the SERS nanoprobes and show a direc-
tion in generating and measuring the SERS signals
from these nanostructures. It should be noted that
the DNA-modified Au�Ag core�shell nanostructures
are powerful and useful because this combines the
high chemical stability of DNA�AuNPs with the strong
optical properties of a Ag nanoshell. Recently, it was
further shown that Au�Ag core�shell nanoparticles
can be potentially used as ratiometric sensors with a
very wide dynamic range because the plasmon reso-
nances of the near-spherical core�shell nanoparticles
heavily depend on the relative size of the core and
shell.43

Here, we newly designed and synthesized single
DNA-tethered GSND probes to systematically explore
the relationships between SERS signal/enhancement
factor and nanodumbbell composition, shell thickness,
core�metal size, DNA length, or excitation laser wave-
length to generate a narrow distribution of higher EF
values for higher signal intensity and better signal
reproducibility using the single-particle Raman signal
measurement method and three-dimensional finite-
element-method (3D FEM) calculation (Figure 1). DNA
is an emerging functional group that can be used as a
promising template for assembly of nanostructures in a
programmable way due to their specificWatson�Crick

Figure 1. Schematic illustrationof DNA sequences and twodifferentDNA-tethered gold�silver nanodumbbell probedesigns
for the plasmonic nanogap-based single-molecule SERS studies.
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base pairing and 3D structural features. In forming
dimeric GSND structures, we introduced three different
DNA sequence designs: protecting DNA for particle
stabilization, probe DNA for specific target DNA hybri-
dization, and filler DNA for filling the unhybridizedDNA
region (Figure 1). After forming the dimeric structures
by DNA hybridization, the silver nanoshell formation to
engineer the nanogap between AuNPs was followed.
Filler DNA approach is useful in synthesizing a wider
interparticle gap and positioning one Ramandye in the
nanogap for single-molecule detection because
synthesizing and purifying very long oligonucleotides
are highly challenging. For all the SERS experiments,
we used the AFM-correlated nano-Raman spectroscope
for obtaining the signals from individual particles.42,44

With the GSND-I structures, we found that the SERS
signal was extremely sensitive to the interparticle nano-
gap distance and the maximum EF value of 5.9 � 1013

with an average value of 1.8 � 1013 was observed with
<1 nm internanogap. The results show that the degree
of enhancement becomesmuchmore significant due to
an extraordinarily strong plasmonic coupling when
interparticle gap distance becomes <1 nm.12,13 Signifi-
cantly, for <1 nm interparticle gap particles, a narrow
distribution of very high EF values was obtained. How-
ever, when two particles are in contact with each other,
the EF values get smaller again and a very wide EF
distribution was observed. These results show control-
ling the interparticle gap at a subnanometer level is a
key to obtaining the strong and quantifiable SERS
signals from plasmonic nanogap structures. The
GSND-II results showed that, in general, the intensity
of SERS signal was increased as the relative Au composi-
tion over Ag composition and overall particle size
increase.With respect to the excitation laserwavelength
dependence, the results from both experiment and 3D
FEM calculation showedmore enhanced EF values were
obtained with 514.5 nm excitation laser than with the
632.8 nm excitation laser. The results suggest that the
relative volume between Au and Ag could affect their
plasmon resonance energy and choosing a proper laser
wavelength is a key to generating higher and stronger
SMSERS signals. The synthetic strategies for the GSNDs
and bimetallic interparticle plasmonic coupling-based
SERS results reported herein could provide flexible
synthetic platforms in constructing various SERS-active
nanogap structures and offer insight and optimized
probe parameters in obtaining more sensitive and
quantifiable SERS results from plasmonic nanogap
probes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the preparation of single DNA-tethered Au nano-
dumbbells, two types of nanodumbbells were formed.
The Au nanodumbell-I with a wider interparticle nano-
gap between AuNPs was formed via the recognition of
longer target DNA and subsequent hybridization of

Raman-dye-modified filler DNA (a and b in Figure 1).
The Au nanodumbbell-II with a narrower interparticle
nanogap between AuNPs was formed via a shorter
target DNA hybridization (a and c in Figure 1). In a
typical experiment, the nanoparticle assembly process
was started with the modification of a single thiolated
DNA to an AuNP. Having ∼1 probe DNA per probe is
important because our goals are synthesizing AuNP
dimers in a high yield via single target DNA hybridiza-
tion and measuring the single-molecule Raman spec-
trum.42 The loading number of DNA per particle was
decided based on quantification via a fluorescence
spectrum measurement. On the basis of the DNA
loading number, we controlled the numbers of probe
DNA and protecting DNA stoichiometrically (see the
Supporting Information and method for experimental
details). For the hybridization of DNA�AuNPs to form a
GSND with an extended distance between AuNPs
(GSND-I), we used a longer target DNA sequence and
the filler DNA sequence (denoted as DNAF; see the filler
recognition region in Figure 1). In our case, 31mer
DNAF with a Cy3 dye was hybridized between the
universal probe DNA (DNAU) for 20 nm AuNP and the
probeADNA (DNAA) for 30 nmAuNP after linking these
two particles with target DNA. By filling the unhybri-
dized DNA region with a Cy3-modified DNAF, a higher
structural rigidity and a more stretched DNA form can
be obtained and a single Raman dye can be more
precisely located at the center between two particles.
By using this strategy, we can fabricate a wide range of
interparticle gap distances and Ag shell thicknesses,
and this allows for studying the distance-dependent
SERS effect more systematically and thoroughly as
compared to our previous probe design.42 For the
synthetic details of the GSND particles and various
Ag shell formations, please see the Supporting Infor-
mation and Methods section.
The syntheses of the GSND-I particles with various

Ag shell thicknesses and the GSND-II particles with
various core sizes were confirmed by the high-resolu-
tion transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) anal-
ysis (Figure 2). Au core and Ag shell can be clearly
distinguished from the images by the difference in
contrast. The internanogap distance and silver shell
thickness were determined from the HRTEM image
analysis using the ImageJ software (rsb.info.nih.gov/ij).
The Ag shell thickness of the GSND-I (denoted as dAg1
and dAg2 in Figure 2a) was varied from 5 to 8, 12, 16, 20,
or 24 nm. As dAg1 and dAg2 get thicker, the internano-
gap distance was decreased from ∼4.8 ( 2.7 nm for
dAg1 = dAg2 = 5 nm to∼2.7( 1.6,∼2.0( 1.0,∼1.0( 0.6
and <1 nm for dAg1 = dAg2 = 8, 12, 16, and 20 nm,
respectively. These are average values by analyzing
100 particles for each case (150 particles were analyzed
for the 20-nm Ag shell cases that were targeted to
generate <1 nm gap; Figure 2a3). It should be noted
that there could be a slight discrepancy between the
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actual gap sizes for the Raman and TEMmeasurements
because the environments for the Raman (under air)
and TEM (under vacuum) measurements, respectively,
are different. The gap distance between dried particles
under vacuum could be a bit shorter than that the
distance between particles under air condition.42

Further, for the particles with <1 nm gap, it is difficult
to accurately measure the gap distance under 1 nm
owing to the limitation in the HR-TEM resolution (∼a
few angstrom). For these reasons, we measured more
particles than other cases to obtain a more reliable
value and denoted the gap distance as <1 nm in this
case. According to our measurements for <1 nm inter-
particle gap cases (the gap distance between one
particle's lattice fringe and the other particle's lattice
fringe; see the inset image in Figure 2a3), >97% of
GSND-I particles have the gap distance of <1 nm. Due
to the vacuum condition and limitation in resolu-
tion for the TEM measurement, we categorized all the
particles with ∼20 nm Ag shell into the GSND-I parti-
cles with <1 nmgap. Next, for the 24 nmAg shell cases,
no observable interparticle gap between particles was
observed. For the fabrication of GSND-II particles with
various Au core sizes, the Au core size of the dimeric
pair (dAu3�dAu4) was varied (13�20 nm, 20�30 nm,
30�40 or 40�50 nm for universal probe core�probe B
core). From the TEM analysis (Figure 2b), Ag shell thick-
ness and the distance between particles were

confirmed as ∼5 nm and ∼0.9 nm, respectively
(average values were obtained by analyzing 100 par-
ticles for each case).
Controlling the internanogap distance and nano-

particle size in dimeric nanostructures is crucial in ob-
taining a large and controllable electromagnetic field
enhancement for SERS.38,42,45�48 To clarify the contri-
bution of the interparticle distance-dependent SERS
effect at single-molecule level, we performed the
AFM-correlated nano-Raman experiments for single-
particle analysis on the GSND-I. Since the focal laser
spot (∼300 nm) was precisely matched on the AFM-
tip end, we were able to simultaneously image the
GSND of interest andmeasure the SERS signal from the
GSND. Figure 3b shows the AFM images of the GSND-I
particles after spin-coating the particles on a poly-
L-lysine-modified cover glass under ambient condition.
The details for the measurement and calculation can
be found in our previous literatures.42,44 The UV�vis
spectra for the GSND-I particles with varying Ag shell
thickness are shown in Figure 3a. As the Ag shell grew,
the UV�vis peak for AuNPs (∼520 nm peak) started
disappearing and the spectral feature for AgNPs
(∼450 nm peaks) appeared. For the thicker Ag shell,
the UV�vis peak is red-shifted to a longer wavelength,
and these results are in a good agreement with our
previous results.42 The AFM images alongwith the TEM
analysis confirm that the size of the GSND-I and Ag

Figure 2. Gold�silver nanodumbbell (GSND) structures and corresponding HR-TEM images. The GSND-I was designed in
a way that there is a plenty of space between AuNPs to generate GSND-I particles with various interparticle gap distances.
The GSND-II was designed to have a fixed interparticle distance between two Ag surfaces while flexibly varying Au core size.
The TEM images from a1 to a4 correspond to dAg1 = dAg2 = 8 nm (a1), 16 nm (a2), 20 nm (a3), and 24 nm (a4), respectively. The
images from b1 to b4 correspond to dAu3 = 13 nm/dAu4 = 20 nm (b1), dAu3 = 20 nm/dAu4 = 30 nm (b2), dAu3 = 30 nm/dAu4 =
40 nm (b3) and dAu3 = 40 nm/dAu4 = 50 nm (b4), respectively. All the scale bars are 20 nm (the scale bar in the inset image in
Figure 2a3 is 1 nm).
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shell thickness are well controlled and highly corre-
lated with interparticle gap distance (Figure 3b). All the
SMSERS signals in Figure 3c were obtained with the
following measurement condition �514.5 nm excita-
tion laser, 100 μw laser power and 1 s acquisition time.
When the interparticle gap was greater than ∼2.7 nm,
no SMSERS signal was detected. The SMSERS signal
became weakly detectable when the gap distance was
∼2.0 nm. In the case where the interparticle gap is
∼1 nm, the SMSERS signal becomes clearly detectable
with the characteristic Raman fingerprint peaks for Cy3
dye (1470 and 1580 cm�1; Figure 3c). Importantly,
when the gap is <1 nm, the SMSERS signal becomes
much larger with much more distinct fingerprint
peak features, and the Raman signals for 1470 and
1580 cm�1 were ∼4.5 fold higher than the signal
intensity for ∼1 nm gap cases. It should be noted that
the Raman signals in this case could typically last for ca.
1�2 min or up to 3�4 min in some occasions before
photodamage, and these results are comparable to our
previous results.42 However, the SMSERS signal be-
came much weaker when the interparticle gap was
closed. The results show that keeping sub-1-nm gap
distance is critical in generating strong SMSERS signals
for the GSNDs. This trend is in good agreement with
other reported results.37,38,45,49

Next, the SERS EFs were measured by averaging
50measurements taken by 1 s acquisition time for each
case using the AFM-correlated nano-Raman setup (for
EF calculation, 1580 cm�1 peak was used). The average
EF values as a function of the internanogap distance are
shown in Figure 4a. Our data showa steep increase of EF
value when the nanogap is <1 nm, and the overall trend
agrees with other reported results.37,38,45,49 The average
maximum EF value at <1 nm gap distance (for dAg1 =
dAg2 = 20 nm) was determined to be 1.8 � 1013 (the
largest EF valuewas 5.9� 1013). This large enhancement

could be partially attributed to the resonance11,39,50 and
chemical enhancement effects51�55 along with strong
electromagnetic field enhancement. The excitation wa-
velength for the electronic absorption of Cy3 (∼550 nm)
is close to the excitation laser wavelength (514.5 nm). It
is known that the optimal resonance effect can occur
when the laser excitation is matched with the absorp-
tionmaximumof analytes, and the enhancement by this
effect could be more than 1 order of magnitude.11,39,50

The EF value rapidly dropped for the GSNDwith no gap
(dAg1 = dAg2 = 24 nm), and it is likely that a Cy3 dye was
embedded within Ag shell for the aggregated dimer; in
this case, the dye was positioned inside the Ag shell. It
should be noted that less reproducible SMSERS signals
were observed in our previous results with the Au-
nanobridged nanogap particles when a Raman dye
was embedded in the Au shell.44 Further, there has
been intense research effort on understanding the
plasmonic response of a dimer system with a very
close interparticle proximity (<1 nm interparticle gap).
In a dimer system, it is known that the red shift in the
SPR band is typically observed while decreasing inter-
particle distance (hybridization of individual particle
plasmons), but theblue shift in the SPRband is observed
when conductive overlap or charge transfer plasmon
starts to bepresentwith increasing the overlapbetween
two particles (single-particle-like plasmon).56�59 Based
on the quantum mechanical calculation, it was re-
ported that particle hybridization and electromagnetic
field enhancement resulted in the interaction between
two plasmon resonances and this can be reduced by
electron tunneling or charge transfer effect with de-
creasing the internanogap distance under 0.5 nm.60

These results support our experimental results that the
EF value was rapidly decreased and widely distributed
for the GSNDs with no interparticle gap (dAg1 = dAg2 =
24 nm).

Figure 3. (a) TheUV�vis spectra from interparticle-gap-controlledGSND-I structureswith variousAg shell thicknesses and (b)
AFM images of the GSND-I dimers obtained from the AFM-correlated nano-Raman measurement (scale bar = 50 nm). (c) Cy3
Raman spectra from the corresponding GSND-I structures (excitation = 514.5 nm, power = 100 μw, acquisition time = 1 s).
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Next, we investigated the EF value distributions for
various GSND-I particles (Figure 4b). In the EF value
distribution graphs, we divided and categorized each
order into two sections: 1�5 and 5�10. For example,
we divided the EF values falling within 1010�1011 into
two groups: left section for the values between 1 �
1010 and 5 � 1010 and right section for the values
between 5 � 1010 and 1011. The EF value distributions
are rather broad for the coalesced particles with no
gap and the GSNDs with ∼2 nm gap. The narrowest
distribution of high EF values was obtained for the
GSNDs with <1 nm gap. We believe that this could be
resulted from the structural reason. DNA is a polymer
andhas structuralflexibility. If interparticle gap is large, it
is more likely that a large part of a DNA strand can be
exposed between two particles; in this case, DNA is not
covered with Ag shell. It should be noticed that the
exposedDNApart could be rotated and folded to create
the structural flexibility and SERS signal uncertainties. As
a result, it could have more diversity and freedom in
DNA structure in the interparticle gap, which, in turn,
creates more diverse EF values. On the contrary, when
only a very small part of DNA is exposed between two
particles, there is little freedom for the DNA to fluctuate
within the junction and this can result in less diverse and
more uniform EF values. In the case of the location of a
Cy3 dye within the gap, a Cy3 is covalently modified to
the phosphate backbone of a DNA. The Cy3 has a
rotational degree of freedom due to its dangling con-
figuration. It is quite possible that a Raman dye is not
located at the shortest part of the junction, and it is
highly likely that the molecule is located slightly off the
center of the junction between two particles. Owing
to the hot-spot localization effect and ultrasensitive
change of SERS signal based on dye position and gap
size, the standard deviation of enhancement factor
distribution can be large for the SMSERS from the
GSNDs.61,62 These results strongly show that generating
and controlling <1 nm interparticle gap is important not
only for obtaining the strongest SERS signals but also for
generating more stable and reproducible SERS signals.

To investigate the effect of Au core size on the
SMSERS signal from the GSND systematically, we fixed
the distance between particles and performed the
SMSERS measurements using the AFM-correlated nano-
Raman setup and 3D FEM calculations for the GSND-II
structures (Figure 5). TheGSND-II structureswithdifferent
core sizes were characterized by monitoring changes
in the UV�vis spectrum and solution color (Figure 5a).
As the Au core size gets bigger and the relative volume
of Au increases over that of Ag, solution color changes
from yellow to reddish orange and ∼400 nm feature
for AgNPs gets weaker. At the same time, ∼520 nm
peak for AuNPs gets larger. It was recently reported
that the plasmon resonances from bimetallic Au�Ag
core�shell nanoparticles depend mainly on their re-
lative sizes of the core and shell.43 As the core�shell
ratio is decreased from 1 to 0 (the volume of Au core
is divided by the total volume of Au�Ag core�shell),
which means increase in Ag shell thickness, the plas-
mon spectrum shows the influence of Ag shell as a blue
shift, decrease of the low-energy plasmon resonance
(>500 nm), and the appearance and increase of high-
energy plasmon resonance (∼450 nm). These results
indicate that the plasmon modes of core�shell nano-
particles strongly interact and cannot be viewed as
additive individual contributions of core and shell
modes. In our case, the volume ratio of core�shell is
varied from ∼0.6 to ∼0.2, which corresponds to
40�50 nm and 13�20 nm Au cores, respectively. The
reported results about the optical responses while
changing the ratio between core and shell in core�shell
nanoparticles are in a good agreement with our ob-
servations from the UV�vis spectrum and single-particle
light-scattering spectrum (Figure 5a and the monomer
spectrum in Figure 6). The corresponding AFM images
further confirm that the GSND-II particles have been
successfully synthesized with different core sizes. Next,
the EF values were measured by the AFM-correlated
nano-Ramanmethod and calculated using the 3D FEM
with two different excitation laser wavelengths (514.5
and 632.8 nm, respectively; Figure 5b). The SMSERS

Figure 4. (a) The average enhancement factor values and (b) enhancement factor distributions for the GSND-I structures
as a function of interparticle gap distance.
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signal by the AFM-correlated nano-Raman method
became clearly stronger for 514.5 nm than 632.8 nm
when Au core size got bigger than 40�50 nm and
the trends in laser wavelength- and Au core size-
dependence were in good agreement with the simula-
tion results. The 3D FEM calculation and experimental
results demonstrated that a larger Au core size with
514.5 nm laser generates a very high electromagnetic
enhancement within the gap between particles, while
muchweaker plasmonic couplingwas observed for the
same Au core size with a 632.8 nm laser (Figure 5b�d).
Additionally, a 514.5 nm excitation laser is closer to
the excitation maximum wavelength (550 nm) of Cy3
dyes for inducing the effective resonance effect.11,39,50

The contribution of the resonance effect along with
other unknown effects, as we stated previously, can be
estimated as >10 because the calculated result would
correspond to around 1� 1011 for D3�D4 = 50�60 nm.
This effect could be one of the reasons why the
experimentally obtained EF value with 514.5 nm ex-
citation laser wavelength is higher than the EF value

with 632.8 nm. The EF values with two different
excitation laser wavelengths showed rather broad
distributions with a ∼0.9 nm interparticle gap (Figure 5c).
This could result from the improper position of a Raman
dye between particles as previously stated. It was
reported elsewhere that the excitation laser wave-
length for the SERS measurement should be carefully
selected based on particle, size, shape, and composi-
tion because it can largely affect the resulting SERS
signal.63�65 Our results show not only that it is impor-
tant to engineer the nanogap between particles but
also that synthesizing the Au core and Ag shell with
high precision in size and shape and choosing the
appropriate excitation wavelength are critical in ob-
taining higher EF values with a narrow distribution.
Furthermore, we found out that the relative volume
between Au and Ag could affect their plasmon reso-
nance energy due to the interaction between core and
shell.
To further validate that our results with the GSND-I

and GSND-II are based on the strong interaction

Figure 5. (a) The UV�vis spectra and corresponding solution color images (inset) for the GSND-II structures (Figure 2b1�4).
(b) The experimental enhancement factor values and 3D FEM calculation results for GSND-II particles at two different
excitation laser wavelengths of 514.5 nm (power = 100 μw and acquisition time = 1 s) and 632.8 nm (power = 140 μw and
acquisition time = 1 s), respectively. The inset images show the corresponding AFM images (scale bar = 50 nm). (c) The
enhancement factor distributions of GSND-II structures with 514.5 and 632.8 nm laser wavelengths. (d) 3D FEM-based
electromagnetic field distributionswith 514.5 and 632.8 nm laserwavelengths for 40�50 nmand50�60 nmpairs. The results
show that the field in the gap with 514.5 nm wavelength is much stronger than that with 632.8 nm wavelength.
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of two individual particles, single-particle scattering
spectra were obtained using the AFM-correlated dark-
field spectroscopy setup. Generally, the LSPR shoulder
peak appears at the low-energy region for the dimer
with a nanogap, which indicates the interaction be-
tween twoparticles.45,48,64 However, it is not enough to
show the interaction of two core�shell nanoparticles
with our UV�vis results in Figures 3a and 5a because
they are based on the ensemble-average data of mono-
mers, dimers, and other multimers. For the Rayleigh
light-scattering optical images and spectra at the
single-particle level, the inverted microscope-based
confocal system (NT-MDT, Russia) was used. Illumina-
tion was provided by a tungsten lamp through an oil-
immersion dark-field condenser. Scattered light was
collected by a 100� Plan Achromat objective (N.A. =
0.9, Olympus). The scattered light under the dark-
field condition was then alternatively sent to the CCD
camera (U-CMAD3, Olympus) or the confocal detec-
tion unit depending on selection of a beam path. The
GSND-II with D3 = 50 andD4 = 60was studied using this
setup as a representative example. The results show
that the maximum peak at 580�620 nm was obtained
with higher signal intensity for the dimeric GSND-II,
indicating the strong interaction between two core�
shell nanoparticles, while the maximum peak around
520�530 nm was observed with lower intensity for
the monomer (Figure 6). The larger SERS signals were
observed with 514.5-nm laser thanwith 632.8-nm laser
(Figure 5). However, one can notice that the resonance
peak in Figure 6 is a bit closer to the 632.8-nm re-
sonance than to the 514.5-nm resonance. Although the
peak position of the surface plasmon resonance from
the particles and illumination wavelength need to

be matched for higher SERS signals, there are other
important parameters that can play significant roles in
generating stronger or weaker SERS signals. It was
reported that the difference in the EF value was less
than 1 order of magnitude when different illumination
laser wavelengths were used with nonresonant dyes.63

In our experiments, we used Cy3 dye, which is resonant
with the excitation laser wavelength of 514 nm, to get
more enhanced SERS signals. This effect can contribute
up to ∼103.11,39 It is also known that the optical cross
section of SERS is proportional to the fourth power of
illumination laser wavenumber. By simple calculation,
the 514-nm laser has ∼2.3-fold larger optical cross
section than 633-nm laser. In many cases, the illumina-
tion laser wavelength-dependent factor is less signifi-
cant than the resonance effect and optical cross
section.66 These factors could result in the discrepancy
between the surfaceplasmonabsorptionmaximumpeak
and the electromagnetic field enhancement maximum
peak.67�69 Finally, itwas further shown that thenumerical
calculation-based SERS enhancement spectrum could be
less wavelength-dependent than the surface plasmon
extinction spectrum.66

SUMMARY

We designed and synthesized two different dimeric
GSND probe systems: the GSND-I that can system-
atically vary nanometer gap with the same Au core
size and the GSND-II that can tune Au core size with
a fixed subnanometer interparticle gap. With these
two probe designs, along with the single-particle SERS
measurement technique and 3D FEM calculation, we
were able to systematically study the quantitative
relationships between the plasmonic nanogap dimer
structure and SMSERS signal with respect to the plas-
monic coupling, SERS intensity, EF value distribution,
and laser wavelength. By hybridization of target and
filler DNA strands and subsequent Ag nanoshell for-
mation, the interparticle distance within a GSND-I could
bevaried from∼4.8 nm to<1nmornogap. In this GSND-I
design, we found out that <2 nm interparticle gap is
needed to generate a detectable single-molecule SERS
signal and <1 nm gap significantly boosts the SERS signal
intensity while the SMSERS signal becomes much weaker
when Au�Ag core�shell particles coalesce with no inter-
particle gap. Importantly, the EF value distribution results
show that the GSNDs with <1 nm interparticle gap
generated not only the strongest SMSER signals (the
highest single EF value and the highest average EF value
were 5.9� 1013 and 1.8� 1013, respectively) but also the
most narrow distribution of high EF values (EF values
were distributed only between 1.9 � 1012 and 5.9 �
1013). Meanwhile, the coalesced GSND-I particles
with no interparticle gap and the GSND-I particles with
2.0 nm gap generated wide EF value distributions. In
the GSND-II design, we could systematically vary Au
core size from a 13�20 nm pair to a 40�50 nm pair

Figure 6. (a) The AFM-correlated dark-field scattering mea-
surement for the GSND-II case with D3 = 50 and D4 = 60. The
inset image shows the AFM image for the boxed area in
the dark-field scattering image. The single-particle light-
scattering spectra for the GSND-II dimer (left) andmonomer
(right) are also shown.
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while fixing the Ag shell thickness at ∼5 nm and
interparticle gap distance at ∼0.9 nm, respectively.
Since the relative volume between Au and Ag could
affect to their plasmon resonance energy, choosing a
proper laser wavelength is key to generating higher
and stronger SMSERS signals. Larger EF values for the
GSND-II particles with larger Au cores from both ex-
periments and 3D FEM simulation were observed for
514.5 nm excitation laser wavelength while this trend
was less clear for 632.8 nm laser wavelength. The
strategies shown here offer large flexibility and insight

in designing and studying interparticle gap-based
plasmonic coupling and the increased understanding
of nanogap-based single-molecule SERS. Finally, the
experimental and theoretical results in this study pro-
vide the evidence for the importance of engineering
<1 nm gap between particles, and obtaining a narrow
distribution of high EF values for more sensitive and
quantitative SERS detection was heavily dependent
on designing and synthesizing Au core and Ag shell
with <1 nm level precision and coupling an appro-
priate excitation laser wavelength.

METHODS

Preparation of DNA-Modified AuNPs. DNA-modified AuNPs were
synthesized and characterized based on literature proce-
dures.42,70 The reduced oligonucleotides by dithiothreitol
(DTT, 0.1 M) in phosphate buffer (0.17 M, pH = 8.0) were purified
using a desalting NAP-5 column. Futher purified oligonucleo-
tides were mixed with AuNPs for the preparation of AuNP
probes. For the preparation of universal probes, premixed
universal probe DNA [50-AAATAACAATAATCCCTC-PEG18-A10-
(CH2)3-SH-30] and universal protecting DNA [50-CACGAGTTTCT-
CAAA-PEG18-A10-(CH2)3-SH-30] were conjugated to AuNPs. For
the preparation of probe A, premixed probe A DNAwithout Cy3
[50-HS-(CH2)6-A10-PEG18-ATCCTTATCAATATT-30] and protecting
DNA [50-HS-(CH2)6-A10-PEG18-AAACTCTTTGAGCAC-30] were
conjugated to a different size of gold nanoparticles. For probe
B, premixed probe B DNA with Cy3 [50-HS-(CH2)6-A10-PEG18-
ATCCTTATCAATATT-Cy3-30] and protecting DNA [50-HS-(CH2)6-
A10-PEG18-AAACTCTTTGAGCAC-30] were conjugated to AuNPs.
The loading number of DNA was controlled stoichiometrically
([protecting DNA]/[probe DNA] = 69:1 for 13-nmAuNPs, 99:1 for
20-nm AuNPs, 199:1 for 30-nm AuNPs, 399:1 for 40-nm AuNPs,
799:1 for 50-nm AuNPs, respectively).42,70 The excess amount
of DNA (30-fold more) was added for all the probe modifica-
tion processes. For details, please see the table in the
Supporting Information. The mixtures were adjusted to ob-
tain a final phosphate concentration of 10 mM (pH 7.4) with
100 mM phosphate buffer and a final concentration of 0.01%
(wt/vol) SDS with 10% SDS. The resulting solution was
wrapped in a foil and placed on an orbital shaker at room
temperature for 60 min. Next, the mixtures were adjusted to
0.3 M NaCl (0.05 M � 2 and 0.1 M � 2) by the addition of
salting buffer (2 M NaCl, 10 mM PB, 0.01% SDS) per every 20
min and heated for 5 min in a water bath at 70 �C after each
step to minimize the interactions of DNA bases and gold
surface.70 After the salt-aging process, the solution was
incubated overnight at room temperature. The solution was
then centrifuged (10000 rpm for 13- and 20-nm AuNPs,
8000 rpm for 30- and 40-nm AuNPs and 6000 rpm for 50-nm
AuNPs for 15 min, respectively) and the supernatant was
removed. The precipitate was redispersed in 10 mM PB
solution (pH 7.4; this procedure was repeated twice). Finally,
the resulting particles were redispersed in a 0.3 M PBS and
characterized using the UV�vis spectrophotometer (Agilent
8453 spectrophotometer, USA).

Preparation of Nanoparticle Dimers by DNA Hybridization. For the
synthesis of the GSND-I particles, 6.5 μL of 1.07 nM DNAU�
AuNPs (20 nm AuNPs) and 23.5 μL of 0.30 nM DNAA�AuNPs
(30 nm AuNPs; a molar ratio of 1:1 for DNAU�AuNP and
DNAA�AuNP) were mixed with 2.8 μL of 1 μM 61mer target
DNA and 2.8 μL of 1 μM 31mer DNAF with Cy3 dye (∼400-fold
higher concentration than probe concentration) in 0.3 M PBS
solution. The mixtures were kept at >80 �C for 15 min to
minimize nonspecific hybridization and then incubated on
an orbital shaker at room temperature for 3�4 h. After centri-
fugation at 6000�8000 rpm for 10 min, the supernatant

including unreacted target DNA was removed, and the pre-
cipitate was redispersed in 0.3 M PBS before the silver shell
formation step. For the GSND-II synthesis, the same procedure
was used with only shorter 30mer target DNA.

Silver Shell Formation. To control the interparticle nanogap
distances by forming the Ag nanoshell, a chemical reduction
method was used. 1% PVP, 0.1 M L-sodium ascorbate and 1mM
silver nitrate in deionized water were used to obtain a desired
Ag shell thickness. (For varying Ag shell formations, please see
the various silver shell formations section in the Supporting
Information.) The molar ratio between the number of PVP
repeating units and Agþ (PVP/Ag) was kept at 30 (the source
for Agþ is AgNO3), and the molar ratio between the number of
PVP repeating units and reductant was kept at 15. For example,
37.3 μL of 1% PVP, 16.8 μL of 0.1 M L-sodium ascorbate and
111.9 μL of 1mM silver nitrate were sequentially added to 30 μL
of Au nanodumbell-I solution containing 6.5 μL of 1.07 nM
DNAU�AuNPs and 23.5 μL of 0.30 nM DNAA�AuNPs for the
formation of a 20 nmAg shell. The resultingmixture was shaken
and incubated overnight on the orbital shaker at room tem-
perature. The solution was then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for
7 min for the GSND-I particles with 16, 20, or 24 nm Ag shell
thickness and the GSND-II particles with dAu3�dAu4 = 30�40 or
40�50 nm (5 nmAg shell). For the GSND-I particles with 5-, 8- or
12-nm Ag shell thickness and the GSND-II particles with
dAu3�dAu4 = 13�20 or 30�40 nm (5 nm Ag shell), the solution
was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10 min. After the centrifuga-
tion step to eliminate any unreacted residues, GSNDs were
redispersed in 25 mM PBS solution. This GSND-I and GSND-II
solution could be stored for 2�3 months before sampling
for Raman measurement. After spin-coating the GSNDs on a
poly-L-lysine-modified cover glass under ambient condition
for Raman measurement, it should be used immediately for
measurement since Ag oxidation will occur after 4�6 h after
spin-coating.
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